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ABSTRACT: Perovskites are one of the most studied classes of materials, with a variety
of applications in diverse fields of science and technology. Their basic composition is
ABX3, where X is a nonmetal normally from the VIA or VIIA group. In this article we
investigate the possibility of the existence of perovskites with X = N. Our approach is
based on a combination of high-throughput techniques and global structural prediction
methods. We find 21 new compositions of the form ABN3 that are thermodynamically
stable (considering all possible decomposition channels) and that have therefore
excellent chances of being experimentally accessible. Most of these materials crystallize in
monoclinic phases, but three compounds, namely, LaReN3, LaWN3, and YReN3, are
predicted to have distorted perovskite structures in their ground state. In particular,
LaWN3 is a semiconductor and displays a large ferroelectric polarization. The addition of
nitride compounds to the perovskite family poses numerous questions related to the
chemistry of this interesting family of materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The perovskite structure is one of the most common and most
extensively studied in materials science. The general chemical
formula for perovskite compounds is ABX3, where A and B are
two cations of different sizes and X is an anion that bonds to
both. Its ideal structure is cubic, with the B atoms in the center
of a characteristic octahedron of anions. This seemingly simple
atomic arrangement is deceiving, as it hides an exceptional
diversity of physical and chemical properties.
In fact, perovskites exhibit a wealth of remarkable properties

that lead to applications in numerous technological fields. A
prominent example are piezoelectric perovskites, such as lead
zirconate titanate, where the piezoelectric effect is used for
sensor or actuator applications.1 Another example are perov-
skite high temperature superconductors, such as yttrium barium
copper oxide.2,3 Some materials of the perovskite family, mostly
manganese-based perovskite oxides, exhibit colossal magneto-
resistance that enables them to dramatically change their
electrical resistance in the presence of a magnetic field.4 Also
many multiferroic materials, i.e., phases that support the
coexistence of more than one primary ferroic order parameter
simultaneously, are transition metal oxides with the perovskite
structure.5,6 More recently, there was a surge of interest in
halide perovskites due to their use as absorbing materials for
solar cells.7,8 Moreover, perovskites are studied in several other
fields: as possible thermoelectric materials,9 as catalysts,10,11 as
lasers,12,13 etc. Finally, we remark that silicate perovskites are
one of the most common minerals in the lower part of Earth’s
mantle.

There are two main reasons for such great variety of physical
and chemical applications. First, the perovskite structure can
accommodate a large number of possible A and B elements,
spanning a large portion of the periodic table. Second, the cubic
ideal structure can be distorted in several different ways, e.g., by
tilting of the octahedra or by displacing the cations from the
center of their polyhedra. In this article we focus on the first
aspect: the unparalleled chemical variety of the perovskites.
The best known, and perhaps most common, perovskites are

oxides, i.e., the anion X is O2−. In this case, the cations can have
oxidation states A+B5+, A2+B4+, or A3+B3+. A smaller number of
fluorides, sulfides, other halides, and a few selenides are also
known to crystallize in the perovskite structure. Other more
complex phases also exist. For example, oxynitrides (of the type
ABO2N) with perovskite structures are an emerging class of
materials due to their interesting optical, photocatalytic,
dielectric, and magnetoresistive properties.14,15 In this case,
the nitrogen and the oxygen atoms may occupy the same sites,
forming solid solutions with ratios that can be adjusted to some
extent during the process of synthesis.
In this article we take a step further and investigate if it is

thermodynamically possible to create nitride perovskites, i.e.,
with compositions of the type ABN3. Assuming the standard
oxidation state of −3 for nitrogen, this would imply very high
oxidation states for the cations of at least +5 to +7. Although
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several transition metals support very high oxidation states,
nitrogen is less electronegative than oxygen and we can expect
that such high oxidation states are less likely to be achieved. It is
therefore reasonable to expect that the nitrogen perovskite
structure can only be stable in a very narrow domain of
composition space. On the other hand, for the same reason we
can anticipate unusual electronic properties. Above all, the
existence of a completely new class of ABN3 perovskites with
potential interesting properties would once more prove the
modernity of this 175-year “old” structure.
Most studies aimed at the computational discovery of new

stable crystal phases follow two different paths. The simplest,
and therefore most used path, can be called “prototype
searching” (see, e.g, ref 16). The basic principle is very simple:
chemically related compounds can often be found in similar
crystal structures. Therefore, by performing (unknown)
chemical substitutions on a known structural prototype, there
are sometimes good chances that this structure will be
thermodynamically stable for the composition under study.
The computational effort of such an approach is fairly mild,
namely, a geometry optimization for every composition;
therefore, it is possible to perform a prototype search for
large classes of materials. Unfortunately, this approach has its
limits. For example, even if a new composition comes out
thermodynamically (and dynamically) stable, there is absolutely
no warranty that the prototype structure will be the ground
state of that given composition. Conversely, the fact that a
certain prototype is unstable does not imply that there is no
stable phase for that given composition.
A completely different approach uses global structural

prediction methods.17,18 The mathematical problem solved by
these methods is quite straightforward: Given a certain
elemental composition of the unit cell, find the configuration
that minimizes the total energy of the system, i.e., the ground-
state crystal structure. Unfortunately, the number of possible
local minima increases very rapidly with the number of atoms
in the unit cell, which makes global structural prediction a very
hard computational problem. Fortunately, several efficient
algorithms have been developed for the past few years, making
possible the prediction of the ground-state structure of solids
containing even 10−30 atoms in the unit cell.19,20

Global structural prediction has several advantages. It is
completely unbiased, in the sense that the algorithms are able
to find a ground-state structure without the need of any
educated guess. Moreover, one has access not only to the
ground-state but also to several of the low-lying metastable
phases. The price to pay for the added flexibility is, of course,
computational time. In fact, a structural prediction study is very
time-consuming, and the computational time increases very
rapidly with the number of atoms in the unit cell. For this
reason, there were very few large-scale studies that used
structural prediction to discover new materials. A few examples
are the discovery of a series of new ABX compounds21 (several
of which were already confirmed experimentally) and of several
new noble-metal ternary oxides.22

In this work we will use a combination of these techniques to
explore the ABN3 composition space. The rest of this article is
organized as follows. We start, in section 2, by reviewing the
computational methodology we followed to find new stable
nitride perovskites. In section 3 we show the results of our
high-throughput approach, and in section 4 we explain our
global structural prediction strategy and give an overview of the

determined ground-state structures. Finally, in section 5 we
present our conclusions.

2. METHODS
The objective of this study is to unveil new stable phases of the type
ABN3. However, before detailing our methodology, it is perhaps
convenient to explain what we mean by “stable” in this context. We are
mainly concerned with the concept of thermodynamic stability. A
composition is thermodynamically stable if it does not decompose (in
a possibly infinite time) to other phases, in other words if its free
energy is lower than the free energy of all possible decomposition
channels, not only in elementary substances but also in binary, ternary,
etc. compounds. We define the convex hull of thermodynamic stability
as the hypersurface in composition space that passes by all materials
that are thermodynamically stable. Unstable materials will be above the
hull, and the distance will be a measure of the energy released by
decomposing into the stable phases.

We will be working at zero temperature and pressure, and we will
neglect the effects of the zero point motion of the phonons (that are
not expected to be important here). In this case, the thermodynamic
quantity of interest is the total energy. It is clear that calculating the
distance to the convex hull for our systems requires the evaluation of
the total energy of all binary and ternary phases that contain nitrogen.
This is certainly an essential step but also tedious and time-consuming.
Fortunately, there are by now a number of excellent freely available
databases, like the Materials Project (MP),23 the aflowlib,24 or the
open quantum materials database25 that provide this information
(among a wealth of other data). In the following we will use the
materials project database for our reference energies, and the distance
to the convex hull is calculated with the help of PYMATGEN.26

Our algorithm of choice to perform global structure prediction is
the Minima Hopping method (MHM).27,28 This is an efficient
algorithm designed to determine the low-energy structures of a system
given solely its chemical composition. At a given chemical composition
and at a given pressure, the enthalpy surface is explored by performing
consecutive short molecular dynamics escape steps followed by local
geometry relaxations taking into account both atomic and cell
variables. The initial velocities for the molecular dynamics trajectories
are chosen approximately along soft mode directions, thus allowing
efficient escapes from local minima and aiming toward low energy
structures. Revisiting already known structures is avoided by a
feedback mechanism. The minima hopping method has already been
used for structural prediction in a wide range of materials,29−31

including the dependence on pressure,32 with remarkable results.
Finally, all these methods rely on an underlying theory to obtain

energies and forces. To date, the only theory that is able to combine a
consistent description of the electronic structure of general solids with
fairly mild computational requirements is density functional theory. It
is therefore not surprising that this is the level of theory used by the
vast majority of studies in this context. We will also use it as
implemented in the computer code VASP.33,34 We used the PAW data
sets of version 5.2 (for compatibility with the MP23 and open quantum
materials databases25). We used a cutoff of 520 eV, and we selected
our k-point grids to ensure an accuracy of 2 meV/atom in the total
energy. All forces were converged to better than 0.005 eV/Å. To
approximate the exchange-correlation functional of density functional
theory we used the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof35 (PBE) generalized
gradient approximation.

The initial geometries for the minima hopping method were
obtained randomly, ensuring only that the minimal distance between
the atoms was at least equal to the sum of the covalent radii. We
repeated three minima hopping runs per stoichiometry starting from
different random geometries.

3. HIGH-THROUGHPUT SEARCH

Unfortunately, it is not possible with current computer
resources to investigate a large number of ABN3 compounds
using global structural prediction. Not only is there a large
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number of possible stoichiometries, but also perovskites often
crystallize in deformed structures with a relatively large number
of atoms in the unit cell (10−40). We chose therefore to
employ a mixture of prototype search and structural prediction
that proved to be very efficient for our problem.
Our starting point is the simple cubic perovskite phase with 5

atoms in the unit cell. We constructed crystal structures using
this prototype for all combinations ABN3, where A and B are all
elements up to bismuth, but excluding rare gases (which do not
form hard compounds) and lanthanides. We note that this
choice was somewhat arbitrary and ultimately decided by
efficiency reasons. In the following we will use the notation that
element A rests in the 1a Wyckoff position of the cubic Pm3 ̅m
lattice and atom B in the 1b position. The lattice constant of
each phase was then optimized using VASP (note that all
atomic positions are determined by symmetry). We then
obtained the distance to the convex hull of thermodynamic
stability using PYMATGEN26 and the materials project
database.23

The results of our high-throughput search are summarized in
Figure 1, where we plot the distance to the hull for the 1953

stoichiometries (leading to 3906 structures) studied here. The
elements are ordered using a modified Pettifor scale,36 built in
order to put into evidence the chemical similarity between the
elements. Neighbor elements are to some extent similar in the
sense that they often lead to similar crystal structures. The
picture uses a color scale to indicate the distance to the convex
hull: green for structures that are thermodynamically stable,
that gradually becomes red for phases that are higher than 400
meV/atom. Note that we measure the distance to the hull
defined solely by the structures present in the materials project
database, so our distance will be negative for novel stable
phases.
The first conclusion that we can read from the figure is that

most possible combinations are highly unstable (with much
more than 1 eV/atom higher than the convex hull). This is
perhaps not surprising. Normal perovskites ABX3 are quite
ionic materials, with X being a rather electronegative atom from
the oxygen group or a halogen. Let us take the example of a
halogen, with its nominal charge of −1. Then the combined
charge of the A and B atoms should sum to +3. Our systems
contain nitrogen. Its nominal charge is −3, which would require
that the combined A and B charge should be +9. Such large
charges are certainly possible, but the number of possible A and
B are quite reduced. Furthermore, nitrogen is considerably less
electronegative than oxygen or fluorine (Pauling electro-
negativity of 3.0 in comparison with 3.5 for O or 4.0 for F),
which brings us farther from the optimal chemical conditions
for the formation of the perovskite phase.
It is therefore quite surprising that, in spite of being far away

from the sweet spot for stability, we do find that the cubic
perovskite phase is thermodynamically stable in a relatively
narrow region of composition space. The fact that stable
compounds form a localized (green) region in Figure 1 is
expected due to the used of the (modified) Pettifor scale where
neighboring atoms are chemically similar and gives us further
confidence in our results.
There are only 5 elements that can occupy the Wyckoff 1a

position and yield a nitride perovskite, namely, Ca, Sr, and Ba
(group IIA) and Y and La (group IIIB). We plot, in Figure 2,
the distance to the convex hull for LaXN3, where X runs over
the periodic table. It is clear that all elements that can be
positioned in the Wyckoff position 1b of the perovskite
structure are transition metals, namely, Re, W, and several of
their neighbors in the periodic table. This is of course the
region of the periodic table where the highest oxidation states
can be found.

Figure 1. Distance to the convex hull of stability for the ABN3
compositions in the cubic perovskite phase. The A atom is in the
Wyckoff position 1a and the B atom in the 1b. To order the atoms
along both axes use the modified Pettifor ordering.

Figure 2. Distance to the convex hull of stability for the LaXN3 compositions in the cubic perovskite phase, where X runs over the periodic table.
The color scale is identical to Figure 1.
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These results prove that there are several compositions that
are thermodynamically stable and that are still unknown
experimentally. This is already remarkable, as there are only
two entries with compositions of the type ABN3 in the
materials project database,23 namely, BaClN3 and SiPN3 (none
of them a perovskite). From Figure 1 and Figure 2 we already
see that the number of stable compositions of this family is
likely an order of magnitude larger than what is currently
known. We emphasize that for many of these compositions the
distance to the convex hull is considerably larger than the
theoretical error in this kind of calculations, so we are confident
that the prediction of stability will very likely stand against
experimental verification.

4. GROUND-STATE STRUCTURES

Up to now we have only been able to prove that there are a
number of compositions that are thermodynamically stable,
where the octahedral arrangement of the nitrogen atoms typical
of the perovskite phase seems to be chemically favored.
Moreover, it is well-known that ABX3 compounds rarely
crystallize in the cubic perovskite structure but prefer distorted
phases with a larger number of atoms in the unit cell. For
example, a quick glance at structures for ABX3 compounds
(with X = N, O, S, Se, Te, F, Cl, Br, I) present in the materials
project database shows that that only 110 materials appear with
the cubic perovskite phase, while more than 350 have 10 atoms
in the unit cell and around 500 have 20. For these reasons, from
a simple prototype search we can hardly provide any further
statement concerning the ground-state crystal phase for these
compositions.
To go beyond this situation we decided to use a mixed

approach. We started to select all compositions for which the
cubic perovskite phase is already either stable or within

200 meV/atom from the convex hull. This choice restricted the
total number of compositions from almost 2000 to a mere 22.
For these we performed structural prediction simulations using
the minima hopping method with two formula units (10
atoms) in the unit cell. At least 2 independent simulations were
performed for each composition, and each simulation detected
at least 50 minima. In the cases where the simulations were
inconclusive further minima hopping runs were performed.
Unfortunately, structural prediction runs with more than 10

atoms per unit cell turned out to be computationally prohibitive
for these systems. We decided therefore to complement this
technique by also testing the most common phases in which
ABX3 compounds crystallize. We used a total of 16 prototypes
with 5−20 atoms in the unit cell.
The set of 16 prototype structures was defined through the

following procedure: (i) we listed all structures with a
stoichiometry ABX3 contained the MP database, ordering
them according to the number of times that a certain structure
appeared; (ii) we chose the most frequent structures with at
most 20 atoms in the unit cell. The resulting prototype set,
reported in the Supporting Information, is selected on the basis
of efficiency considerations, as it includes the statistically most
likely structures at the given stoichiometry. Two of the
prototypes are not included in the MP database, as they
came from previous MHM runs. Note that each prototype was
run twice, by interchanging the A and B atoms, leading to
testing 32 structures per composition.
This combined approach gives us a rather complete picture

of the energy landscape of our compounds and allows us to
have a large degree of confidence in our ground-state structures
for the large majority of systems.
Considering only the lowest-energy phases, the MHM

determined the crystal structures of CaMoN3, CaWN3,

Table 1. Properties of the New Stable Compounds: Energy Distance to the Known Convex Hull of the Cubic Perovskite (CP)
Phase ΔECP in meV/atom; Energy Distance to the Known Convex Hull of the Ground-State (GS) Phase ΔEGS in meV/atom;
Space Group Number (spg); Indirect (I) and Direct (D) Electronic Band Gap Eg

I,D Calculated Using the HSE06 Hybrid
Functional (in eV) for the Ground-State Structure; and Bader Charges (BC) for Elements A and B and for Nitrogen

ΔECP ΔEGS spg Eg
I Eg

D BC (A) BC (B) −BC (N) comment

LaReN3 −356 −365 62 - - 1.93 2.14 1.35 metallic perovskite
LaWN3 −293 −353 161 1.98 2.23 1.93 2.45 1.46 semiconducting perovskite
LaMoN3 −176 −295 15 2.84 3.00 1.95, 1.97 2.11 1.28, 1.38, 1.41
LaTcN3 −171 −224 15 - - 1.93, 1.96 1.72 1.19, 1.21, 1.27 metal
SrWN3 −164 −282 1 1.84 2.06 1.52 2.30, 2.41 0.98−1.45
CaWN3 −100 −277 12 2.21 2.28 1.52 2.37 0.92−1.50
CaReN3 −82 −280 15 2.49 2.71 1.54 2.17 1.13, 1.28, 1.30
SrReN3 −65 −225 15 2.71 2.84 1.55 2.14 1.14, 1.27, 1.30
YReN3 −2 −152 62 - - 2.03 2.09 1.38 metallic perovskite
LaOsN3 24 −22 51 - - 1.82 0.92 1.35, 0.76, 0.63 metal
BaReN3 50 −189 15 2.46 2.78 1.54, 1.57 2.13 1.13, 1.24, 1.31
YWN3 56 −191 15 3.10 3.32 2.07 2.41 1.41, 1.47, 1.59
CaMoN3 92 −179 12 1.58 1.58 1.51 2.09 0.80−1.40
LaCrN3 130 −81 15 2.13 2.17 1.95, 1.98 1.71 1.12, 1.26, 1.29
BaWN3 133 −52 14 2.08 2.11 1.50 2.11 0.82,0.86, 1.33,1.44
CaTcN3 139 −129 12 1.52 1.59 1.50 1.64 0.65, 1.19, 1.28
LaTaN3 146 35 14 1.27 1.37 1.87 2.33 1.08, 1.53, 1.59
SrTcN3 152 −68 15 2.33 2.46 1.55, 1.58 1.86 1.03, 1.17, 1.22
LaMnN3 153 −158 12 - - 1.81 1.15 0.70, 0.80, 1.45 magnetic metal
YMoN3 179 −136 15 2.69 2.95 2.07 2.15 1.31, 1.38, 1.53
YTcN3 186 −53 15 - - 1.76 2.03 1.19, 1.21, 1.41 metal
LaVN3 187 6 1 1.38 1.80 1.91, 1.89 1.73, 1.83 0.90, 0.96, 1.31−1.40
LaCoN3 508 −156 12 1.32 1.76 1.81 0.58 0.22, 0.68, 1.50
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LaCoN3, LaOsN3, LaWN3, LaMnN3, SrWN3, and LaVN3. In
the other cases, the ground-state structure was a prototype with
20 atoms, which was not accessible in the MHM runs.
We should observe that there may exist even lower energy

structures that were not detected in the MHM runs and in the
prototype search (because their unit cell contains more than 20
atoms, for example). However, the compounds we predict to be
thermodynamically stable have a high chance of being
experimentally synthesizable, even if the actual atomic arrange-
ment may eventually differ from the one that we have
determined. In this sense, our calculations offer a simple
guide to experimentalists by indicating which compositions are
expected to be easier and which are expected to be harder to
synthesize, based on purely thermodynamic considerations.
Note that while the thermodynamic stability relative to known
nitrides is tested, the new compounds may still be unstable with
respect to other still unknown materials, either binary or
ternary, with stoichiometries other than ABX3. In this case, the
experimental synthesis would always lead to the discovery of a
new compound, even if with a different stoichiometry.
Our results are summarized in Table 1 where we list the

distance to the hull of the cubic perovskite phase, the distance
to the hull of the ground-state structure, and the space group,
the electronic indirect and direct band gap computed with the
Heyd−Scuseria−Ernzerhof approximation (HSE06),37−39 and
the Bader charges of the ground-state structure. The detailed
crystallographic information on the ground-state structure can
be found as Supporting Information. The electronic band gaps
were obtained with the HSE06 hybrid functional to circumvent
the severe underestimation typical of the PBE approximation.
We can see that we now have 20 compositions that are below

the convex hull and are therefore potentially stable. As
expected, none of these has the simple cubic perovskite crystal
structure, as we always find a structure (either from the MHM
simulations or from other prototypes) whose energy is lower.
However, there are a few that do crystallize in a distorted
perovskite structure, namely, LaReN3, YReN3, and LaWN3. The
first of these crystallizes in an orthorhombic (space group 62,
see Figure 3b) that can be obtained by a deformation of a √2

× √2 × 2 supercell of the original cubic perovskite. The
breaking of the symmetry for LaReN3 is small, which can also
be inferred by the small difference of total energy between the
orthorhombic and the cubic phases (9 meV/atom). The same
structure is adopted by YReN3, although with a larger
symmetry breaking (energy difference 150 meV/atom).
These two perovskite phases seem to be metallic. On the
other hand, the breaking of the cubic symmetry in LaWN3 leads
to a semiconducting trigonal lattice (space group 161, see
Figure 3c). From Table 1 we can see that the bonding is quite
ionic in these three perovskites, with around two electrons
leaving from the A and B atoms to go to the basin of attraction
of the nitrogens (gaining a net charge of around −1.5 electrons
each). The ternary phase diagram for these systems, calculated
with PYMATGEN and the materials project database, can be
found in Figure 4.

It is very typical for many perovskites that the ground state is
slightly distorted from the cubic ideal prototype. This distortion
is usually either a ferroelectric or an antiferroelectric one, an
octahedral rotation, or a combination. In order to determine
the type of distortion, we calculated the ferroelectric polar-
ization of the only semiconducting perovskite in our set,
LaWN3, using perturbation theory to determine the Born
effective charges.40 We used the local-density approximation41

to the exchange-correlation functional instead of the PBE, since
the typical overestimation of lattice constants of the PBE
functional leads to an overestimation of the ferroelectric
polarization as well. For the ground state of LaWN3 we
obtained a large ferroelectric polarization of 66 μC/cm2 along
one of the pseudocubic ⟨111⟩ directions.
Note that the two La compounds are quite below the known

convex hull (by more than −300 meV/atom), which is much
larger than the theoretical error we can expect for this kind of
calculation. We can therefore state that it is extremely likely that
perovskites of the type ABN3 can be produced experimentally
in thermodynamic conditions. Furthermore, it is well-known
that the lanthanides can be, to a large extent, substituted by
each other. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that lanthanide
(or actinide) based nitride perovskites are also stable. This is
particularly interesting as the localized f states of the
lanthanides often lead to interesting magnetic properties with
important technological applications.
As we can see from Table 1, all other stoichiometries studied

here crystallize in structures very different from the perovskite
structure. The most likely structure is monoclinic with space
group 15 (depicted in Figure 3d), where the nitrogen atoms are
no longer arranged in octahedra, but in tetrahedra, and the A
atoms form flat layers. This structure seems to be adopted by
LaMoN3, LaTcN3, CaReN3, SrReN3, BaReN3, YWN3, LaCrN3,
SrTcN3, and YTcN3. Most of these materials are semi-
conducting, with the exception of LaTcN3 and YTcN3 that
are metallic.

Figure 3. Most relevant crystal structures obtained in our work: (a)
the starting cubic perovskite structure (space group 221); (b) the
orthorhombic perovskite structure (space group 62) of LaReN3 and
YReN3; (c) the trigonal structure (space group 161) of LaWN3; (d)
the monoclinic structure (space group 15) adopted by LaMoN3,
LaTcN3, CaReN3, SrReN3, BaReN3, YWN3, LaCrN3, SrTcN3, and
YTcN3; (e) the monoclinic structure (space group 12) adopted by
CaWN3, CaMoN3, and CaTcN3; and (f) the monoclinic structure
(space group 14) adopted by BaWN3 and LaTaN3.

Figure 4. Theoretical ternary phase diagrams for (a) LaReN3, (b)
LaWN3, and (c) YReN3.
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The compounds CaWN3, CaMoN3, and CaTcN3 are
semiconductors that crystallize in a monoclinic phase (space
group 12, Figure 3e). The third most likely structure is also
monoclinic (space group 14, see Figure 3f) and composed also
of A layers separated by nitrogen tetrahedra. This structure
leads to semiconducting phases and is adopted by BaWN3 and
LaTaN3.
We would like to stress again that these compositions do not

clearly exhaust all possible thermodynamically stable com-
pounds with composition ABN3. In fact, we steered our
investigation toward finding new perovskite structures. It is
perfectly plausible to believe that many other materials of the
type ABN3 can exist, although with a structure considerably
different from the typical arrangement of atoms in the
perovskites. As an example, we decided to perform structural
prediction runs for LaCoN3. The cubic perovskite structure for
this composition is more than 500 meV/atom above the convex
hull of stability, much higher than our initial cutoff of 200 meV/
atom. However, the MHM method discovered a monoclinic
structure (space group 12) that is below the convex hull by 156
meV/atom (i.e., 664 meV/atom lower than the cubic phase).
Of course the ground-state structure is quite different from a
perovskite and consists of a layered structure. This shows that
probably many more thermodynamically stable ABN3 materials
are still waiting for our discovery.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we propose an efficient approach to search for
new stable materials that combines standard prototype search
and state-of-the-art global structural prediction methods. This
method was applied to the discovery of new stable ABN3
perovskite structures. From the ≈2000 possible compositions
of the form ABN3, only two stable materials that do not
crystallize in the perovskite structure were known experimen-
tally. With our approach we found 21 new compositions that
have an energy below the known convex hull of thermodynamic
stability. This, by itself, shows that modern computational
techniques offer an effective tool to screen thousands of
possible materials in a fraction of the time required by an
equivalent experimental search.
From the 21 new stable stoichiometries, most crystallize in

monoclinic lattices where the nitrogen atoms are arranged in
pyramids. However, three of them, namely, LaReN3, YReN3,
and LaWN3, are likely to favor the perovskite structure. In
particular, LaWN3 is a semiconductor and displays a large
ferroelectric polarization. This unexpected finding of stable
nitride perovskites puts into question the accepted domain of
stability of this crystal structure and opens the way for the
experimental synthesis of exotic perovskites with new potential
applications.
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